
Problem Statement
RMF policy compliance work is time-intensive, manual, and often error-prone due to its complexity and has been described as 
arduous and grueling. Existing policy-based compliance tools do not address the pressing needs of Cybersecurity Engineers to 
reduce timelines and increase efficiency and quality. Due to the lack of automated smart processes, an already limited pool of skilled 
Cybersecurity Engineers spends an excess amount of time on repetitious, manual review and administrative tasks.

Innovation
Boecore has engaged its 
Cybersecurity SMEs and 
practitioners who understand 
the pain points of working 
with RMF, leveraged years of 
best practices, and partnered 
with a large Prime to create 
a suite of automated artifact 
management and assessment 
tools that provide efficiencies 
across the RMF lifecycle 
in support of operational 
mission systems focused 
on maintaining their ATOs. 
RAMS reduces man-months 
of policy-based compliance 
assessments to minutes while 
improving quality and giving 
Cybersecurity engineers back 
time to devote to Network Defense activities and addressing vulnerabilities and defending against ever-evolving threats.

Policy-Based Gaps Analysis
The initial RMF automation, Policy-Based Gaps Analysis, auto-links policy evidence to supported CCIs and provides metrics on detected 
CCI compliance. It does this by allowing engineers to import CCIs and audited compliance status, including eMASS-compatible test 
results from Xylok, into 
their project.  Custom filters 
and overlays can be 
applied to showcase CCIs 
based on their criteria. The 
system then scans policies 
from over one-thousand 
file formats; the policy 
type is identified based 
on verbiage within each 
scanned policy. Next, a high 
performance, fuzzy string-
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matching algorithm is used to link imported CCIs to supporting policy verbiage which is customized via 
user-defined link rules that tailor matching verbiage and stringency. The final results are exported as an eMASS-
compatible test results Excel spreadsheet showing 
a per-CCI breakdown of the automatically assessed 
compliance status and details.

Feature Set
Policy-Based Gaps Analysis, Automated Policy 
Assessment & Analysis, Exported MAD with Linked 
Policies & Compliance Assessment, Verbiage 
Linkage Rules Management, Checklist Generation 
& Required Artifacts Listing, Evidence Interview 
Workflow, TRL 6, and Reporting: Policy-Based CCIs 
Assessment History, CCIs Selected for Assessment, 
Supported CCIs by Criticality, Imported Artifacts, 
Documentation CCIs by Control Family.

Overall Benefits
The RAMS baseline has been architected to run 
as both a web and desktop application to provide 
end-users flexibility depending on operational 
environment requirements. Overall benefits of 
using RAMS include: automation support across 
the security lifecycle, decreased project startup 
time with customizable policy templates, reduced 
time spent searching & reading through individual 
files with automated scans, reduced errors with step-by-step guided workflow, improved organization for RMF engineers and customers 
with automated prioritization and categorization, improved cost & time estimates by making it easy to visualize expected workload, 
improved communication of RMF monitoring status to customers, more time available for active defense, and improves SME retention.

What’s Next
End-user feedback is driving future RAMS development into these important capability areas: using deep learning AI techniques 
to auto-classify RMF policies and verbiage, auto-generation of policies for new systems via a TurboTax-like workflow, generating 

missing policies and CCI-
supporting verbiage from 
approved templates, auto-
notification of upcoming 
monitoring activities for 
proactive planning, and 
recommending course 
of action to achieve the 
optimal path to remediating 
the most critical CCIs.

Today, the RAMS Policy-Based Gaps Analysis is realizing a 20% savings per RMF package on an Operational Satellite 
program. With a full automation suite, projected 63% increase in time shifting from RMF activities to Active Defense.
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